
Created on Monday 04 October, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Arctic Rays

Arctic Rays: ice blu
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIar5

This yarn can best be described as a wispy fringe. It
has pieces of transparent fiber that give a glistening
effect. Do not drag this yarn across the canvas. Use a
larger than normal needle to prepare the canvas
holes to accept the Arctic Rays without pulling it
apart. The glistening effect of this yarn is more
pronounced with long stitches, as less of the fringe is
pulled into the canvas. Arctic Rays also makes
wonderful French Knots.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Arctic Rays

Artic Rays: white
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIar2

This yarn can best be described as a wispy fringe. It
has pieces of transparent fiber that give a glistening
effect. Do not drag this yarn across the canvas. Use a
larger than normal needle to prepare the canvas
holes to accept the Arctic Rays without pulling it
apart. The glistening effect of this yarn is more
pronounced with long stitches, as less of the fringe is
pulled into the canvas. Arctic Rays also makes
wonderful French Knots.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Arctic Rays

Arctic Rays: ecru
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIar3

This yarn can best be described as a wispy fringe. It
has pieces of transparent fiber that give a glistening
effect. Do not drag this yarn across the canvas. Use a
larger than normal needle to prepare the canvas
holes to accept the Arctic Rays without pulling it
apart. The glistening effect of this yarn is more
pronounced with long stitches, as less of the fringe is
pulled into the canvas. Arctic Rays also makes
wonderful French Knots.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Arctic Rays

Arctic Rays: silver
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIar7

This yarn can best be described as a wispy fringe. It
has pieces of transparent fiber that give a glistening
effect. Do not drag this yarn across the canvas. Use a
larger than normal needle to prepare the canvas
holes to accept the Arctic Rays without pulling it
apart. The glistening effect of this yarn is more
pronounced with long stitches, as less of the fringe is
pulled into the canvas. Arctic Rays also makes
wonderful French Knots.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 04 November, 2004

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Arctic Rays

Arctic Rays: gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIar9

This yarn can best be described as a wispy fringe. It
has pieces of transparent fiber that give a glistening
effect. Do not drag this yarn across the canvas. Use a
larger than normal needle to prepare the canvas
holes to accept the Arctic Rays without pulling it
apart. The glistening effect of this yarn is more
pronounced with long stitches, as less of the fringe is
pulled into the canvas. Arctic Rays also makes
wonderful French Knots.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 26 March, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Arctic Rays

Artic Rays: pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIar4

This yarn can best be described as a wispy fringe. It
has pieces of transparent fiber that give a glistening
effect. Do not drag this yarn across the canvas. Use a
larger than normal needle to prepare the canvas
holes to accept the Arctic Rays without pulling it
apart. The glistening effect of this yarn is more
pronounced with long stitches, as less of the fringe is
pulled into the canvas. Arctic Rays also makes
wonderful French Knots.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Arctic Rays

Artic Rays: red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIar12

This yarn can best be described as a wispy fringe. It
has pieces of transparent fiber that give a glistening
effect. Do not drag this yarn across the canvas. Use a
larger than normal needle to prepare the canvas
holes to accept the Arctic Rays without pulling it
apart. The glistening effect of this yarn is more
pronounced with long stitches, as less of the fringe is
pulled into the canvas. Arctic Rays also makes
wonderful French Knots.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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